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ABSTRACT MCA is a partner in a research group which is being funded by the European 
Commissions JOULE program to explore the application of passive downdraught 

evaporative cooling (PDEC) in non-domestic buildings (I). As part of MCA's task to 
design a full scale experimental building, special components were designed to catch the 

wind and distribute through the building spaces. To determine the most efficient form for 

these components, a series of wind tunnel tests was undertaken at the University of Ancona, 
Italy. The following abstract describes the objectives methods and results of these tests. 

1. Introduction 

The efficient functioning of passive 
cooling systems in buildings depends largely 

on our ability to control internal air flows. 
The direction, speed and turbulence of the 

wind changes constantly thus creating 
unwanted fluctuations in the air-flow. It is 
possible lo overcome this difficulty by careful 

design of the building components. 
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A full scale experimental building, 

designed hy MCA, has been constructed in 

Catania in Sicily. The building consists of a 
lower and two test cells in which we can ob

serve the functioning of the PDEC system and 

the induced air movement. A uniform stream 

of air of low turbulence is best for the 

evaporative cooling system. For this reason 
components were designed, a wind catcher 
and a wind straightener, to optimise the 
control of the air flow in the tower. 

Quanlitative tests on scale models of the 
Experimental Building were carried out to 

assess the performance of the different 
components both individuall y and in 

combination. These visualisation studies 

seeked to inform the design of a system that 



can be adapted IO different situations, climates 

and building typo log i es . An im portant 

conside.ration in doing these ex.periments was 

to explore practical i nstruments and methods 

for designers to inform their designs at an 

early s1:1gc of the project within act:eptablc 

t:osts aml with valid results. 

2. The Wind Tunnel 
The wind tunnel that was used is located 

in the laboratory of the Faculty of Mechanical 

Engineering in the University of Ancona in 

\laly. It was created to test aeroplane wing 

sections and spoilers, but its dimensions and 

capacity allow us to use it with architectural 

scale models. ln the wind tunnel we can 

mea,sure local wind speed and direction (mean 

velocity), turbulence intensity and do visua-

lisation studies. 

Fig-3 The wind tunnel in Ancona Uni\·ersily 

The different measuring tools arc: 

meun velocity: an ax.ial flow vat"e 

anemometer, a Pitot tube 

turhuience intensitv-: a rapid sampling 

anemometer 

visuuiisutions: s moke : helium bubbles, 

parafin and talcum powder 

The visualisation studies undertaken at 

Ancona inv0lved letting wisps of vapourised 

oil into the tunnel which shows clearly the 

air flow patterns. This gives infonnation about 

the capacity of the prototype to reduce turbu

lences and to optimise the air flow 

3. Models for testing 

To retain similarity of flow patterns at a 

reduced scale it is neccessary to increase the 

velocity. The key parameter is the Reynolds 

number: 

Lx� kngth..x.Y®city 
V Kinetic viscosity 

Ideally this should be the same at model 

scale as at full scale i.e. if the scale is reduced 

the wind speed is increased. The models used 

in the wind tunnel must therefore be solid 

enough to resist very high wind speeds. We 

prepared I :20 scale plexiglass prototype 

models of the experimental building. The 

models consisted of one tower onto which 

different components could be fixed. This 

gave us the flexibility to easily tesL different 

configurations. As the plcx.iglass models we 

built are at scale l: 20, using the Reynold's 

number, we could simulate an a:ir speed of 41 

5 m/sec running the machine at a real speed 

up to 200 Km/h. 

4. Building Components 

The components to be tested were wind 

catchers, air straighteners and louvres. 
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4.1 Wind Catchers 
The function of the wind catche r  is, as its 

name suggests, to bring as much air as 
ne<:cessary into the buiiding. An ideal wind 
catcher shoulJ function well even when there 

is very little wind. The choice of which type 

ofwinJ catcher to use in the building depends 

on: 

- Efficiency 

- Suit�bi lity for the site U.e if there is a strong 
prevailing wind) 
- Cost and materials 

I it? -I \J.alqaf (dl'''·drr111!-!hl rnr1lin!! In\\ er) dcsig11l'd 
h_1· J lass:rn f'athr 1o;,,u1ce I I. 1'<11hy) 

We examined lh1ec different sh;ipe� for ihe 
wind catcher \D lest in \he wintl \1mnel: 

- Mono directional 

These can catch wind only from one direc 
ti on but give quite a uniform flow. 
- Two directional 
The wind is caught fron1 two ciircctions but 
causes an u11eve11 !loll'. 

- Multi dire<:tional 

The wind is ca11ghl fro111 ;ill dir�l'lions lml lhl' 
flow is much less unif.,1111. 

The disadvantage of the mono directional 

catchers is that it catches the wine.I from one 
di rection only. ll would be costly and involve 
additional machines lo develop a rotating 

wind c, tcher. The advantage of the mulli
di rectional catcher is that il has a large 
opening. area and is tolerant o[ all wind direc

tions but ii cause· an uneveo airOow within 
the tower. It is therefore our objective to make 
the multi <lirectional catchers work. To do this 
we n eed a straightening device 

4.2 traighteners 
The simplest devices for straightening the 

nir now ar a grid or honeycomb. These 11rc 

quite effective for reducing turbulence but arc 

not effective for making the now even. They 
would work well wi1h the mono tlirectio1rnl 
catchers bul would he less successful with the 
multi dircctio1111I c111chcrs. Another w::iy of 
straightening the air is t have a constriction 
followed by ocnllc dil:ition. This is a classic;il 

kchniquc for producing a uniform low tur
uulcncc flow wl ticlt gives the shape lO the 
wind tunnel. We fell that this was lhc right 
tcd111ique \o s1nuo1h 1hc flow frun1 th rn11l1i 
directional wind c<1tchers. 

The parameters for this device r.re: 
1. the constriction rnlio. which i$ the ratio of 
the throat nrcn to the :·1rea of the tower plan. 
\a/b Sl�C rig.6) 
2. The dilation ilngle. This :wglc should be as 

shallow as possible (around l0° would be 
best). 
:1. A smo\Jthly slwp�d inlrt. 
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5. Experimental Protocol 

Before commencing the wind tunni l tests 

we established an experimental proto::ol It 

was decided to evaluate the efficiency of each 

component inclivid1•·.llly an d then in 

combinations of caid1ers a11d straighteners. 

(). Wind Tunnel Test Visualisnlions 
June 1996 
Different wind catchers were lested first: 

\Vim! catcher N° l: asymmetrical mono 
directional. 

Wind catcher N° 2: symmetrical which cal-
Li1es the wind from two directions. 

Wind catcher N° 3: a quarter sphere which 
simulates a rotating device. 

The second series of tests involved testing the 

diffcrrnt wind catchers in conjunction with 

the different straighteners. Two types of 

straightener were tested: 

Straightener N° 1: Narrow constriction 

Straightener N° 2: Wide constriction 

7. Results of the ''isualisation tests 

The results of the tests involving lhe different 

"ind i:atchers and wind straighteners are 

outlined here. 
·
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7 .1 'Vind cntcher n° 1- HS)'lllUtetricnl mono 

directional 

This is an asymmetrical catcher that has bee11 

designed for prevailing 11 ind conditions. The 
test indicates a small area of turlrnlcnce below 

the windward opening. This turbulence 

gradually disappears and the air !low seems 

to be sli ghtly asymetrical at the uoltom of lhe 

tower. (See fig.8) 

Fig..8 Vi�11ali�nlit'll orwiml catcher n° I 
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7.2 Wind c:ltcher r,0 2 - SJlllllletrical 

bi-directional 

This catcher is bi-symmetrical and allows the 
wind i11 from two opposite di rections. An even 
air now is concentrated towards the middle 

of the to wer's section. 

7.3 Wind catcher n° 3 - quarter sphere 

This cn tcher aims to simulate n revolving 

system that can follow the wind coming from 
any direction. The model simplifies this 

system by using a fixed qu<1rler of a sphe re 

on one side of the lower. The visualisation 
shows ho w th is particular geometry tends lo 
creale a rotation oflhc flow around the verti
cal nxis. with a spiral-like shape. A major area 

or turbulence appears under the windward 
opening and a minor one on !he opposite fat·c. 

The outlet flow is less uniform thnn in 

case l. (Sec fig.9) 

7.4 \-Vind c:ikher 11° with Straighh•ner 

A small zo11e of tu rbulence appears 

im mediately after the strnighte11er, un the 

windward face. The outlet flow is uniform. 

7.5 Wind catcher n° 2 with Struightencr 

11° l 
This configuration seem ed to be the most 

successful. The flow is quite central and 

uniform. 

7.6 Wind catcher 11° 3 +Straightener 11° 1 
The eff eel of the straightener seems to be very 

similar to the case 11° 4. 
Any difference in the null et flow has nol been 
visualised. 

7.7 Wind catcher 11° 1+Straightenl'r11° 2 

The straightener is a Venturi lube with a 

const riction ratio of 80%. 

The straightening effect is similar to that or 

case 4, giving qui te a uniform flow. 

n° J 7 .8 \Vind catcher 11° 3 + Straighkner 11° 2 

The straightener is a Ve n turi tube whith a 
constriction ratio or 50%. 
Its effect is quite evident, especially if 
compared with the efficiency of the head 

alone. The now is very diffused and unirorm 

inside the tower. 

Fig.9 Vistmlisation nf" ind cntchcr n°2 with strnightcncr 11° I 

Here again the air tlow is more uniform using 

the straighle-ner which has a n 80% 

consl rict ion 

l'ig.10 VisuHlisation ol wiml catcher n"J 
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8. Conclusions 

The visualisation tests showed quite 

clearly the effectiveness of each component. 

The heads alone, although efficient at catching 

the wind, give quite a turbulent air flow. The 

air straighteners have proved to work well at 

reducing this turbulence. 

For the Experimental Building in Catania, 

given lhat the prevailing wind is east-west, it. 

appears that the most efficient combination 

is the symmetrical head as with a straightener 

with a narrow constriction. The components 

have been constructed and installed in \he 

Experimental building and their performance 

will be tested and moonitored this summer. 

The design of this type will be developed in 

more detail as part of a full scale building 

dcsi gn project. 

The next step is to revise the experimental 

protocol and measure pressure differences in 

a second series of tests . 

.... . 
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